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Stop Press

NIGHTINGALE POINT

Luan Goldie
On an ordinary Saturday morning in 1996, the residents of Nightingale
Point wake up to their normal lives andworries.

STOP
PRESS!

Mary has a secret life that no one knows about, not even Malachi and
Tristan, the brothers she vowed to lookafter.
Malachi had to grow up too quickly. Between looking after Tristan and
nursing a broken heart, he feels older than his twenty-one years.
Tristan wishes Malachi would stop pining for Pamela. No wonder he's
falling in with the wrong crowd, without Malachi to keep him straight.
Elvis is trying hard to remember to the instructions his care worker gave
him, but sometimes he gets confused and forgets things.
Pamela wants to run back to Malachi but her overprotective father has
locked her in and there's no wayout.
It's a day like any other, until something extraordinary happens. When the
sun sets, Nightingale Point is irrevocably changed and somehow, through
the darkness, the residents must find a way back to lightness, and back to
each other.

POS will be
available
through Indie
Thinking
9780008314453
July 25, 2019
Hardback
Harlequin
HQ

Early release due to inclusion
in Radio 2 Book Club – Will be
featured on Radio 2 on
08/07/2019
£12.99

THE TERRIFIC TEN: MEGA-MASSIVE BOX SET
David Walliams, illustrated by Sir Quentin Blake & Tony Ross
TEN hilarious and moving novels from bestselling, critically
acclaimed author, David Walliams, in one TERRIFIC box-set!
BAD DAD
THE MIDNIGHT GANG
GRANDPA’S GREAT ESCAPE
AWFUL AUNTIE
DEMON DENTIST
RATBURGER
GANGSTA GRANNY
BILLIONAIRE BOY
MR STINK
THE BOY IN THE DRESS
Finally, all the best Walliams in one stunning box set. Perfect for old
and new fans alike, all ten paperbacks are sold in a beautiful box
covered with illustrations from the novels by Sir Quentin Blake and
Tony Ross.

STOP
PRESS!
9780008363581
July 11, 2019
Paperback
HarperCollins
Children’s Fiction

£69.90

AMAZING FACTS ABOUT BABY ANIMALS
Maja Safstrom
Who doesn't love babyanimals?
AMAZING FACTS ABOUT BABY ANIMALS is an
adorable celebration of all kinds of fuzzy, fluffy, scaly,
and feathery animal babies and their parents. Full of
interesting, weird, and funny facts about animals before
they are born (elephants are pregnant for 22 months!),
when they are born (whales are born tail-first so they
don't drown!), and life as babies (parrots give their
offspring names! Baby macaques have snowball
fights!), this book couldn’t becuter.

STOP
PRESS!

9780008372361
September 19th, 2019
Hardback
Harper Non-Fiction

£7.99

GHOSTLAND: IN SEARCH OF A HAUNTED
COUNTRY
Locations
Edward Parnell

across
country

In his late thirties, Edward Parnell found himself trapped in
the recurring nightmare of a family tragedy. For comfort, he
turned to his bookshelves, back to the ghost stories that
obsessed him as a boy, and to the writers through the ages
who have attempted to confront what comes afterdeath.
In Ghostland, Parnell goes in search of the‘sequestered
places’ of the British Isles, our lonely moors, our mosscovered cemeteries, our stark shores and our folkloric
woodlands. He explores how these landscapes conjured and
shaped a kaleidoscopic spectrum of literature and cinema,
from the ghost stories and weird fiction of M.R.
James, Arthur Machen and Algernon Blackwood to the
children’s fantasy novels of Alan Garner and Susan Cooper;
from W. G. Sebald’s The Rings of Saturn and Graham Swift’s
Waterland to the archetypal ‘folk horror’ film The Wicker
Man…
Ghostland is Parnell’s moving explorationof what has
haunted our writers and artists – and what is haunting him. It
is a unique and elegiac meditation on grief, memory and
longing, and of the redemptive power of stories andnature.

9780008271954
October 17, 2019
Hardback
William Collins

£16.99

Counties etc.

Counties etc.

Lincolnshire
Suffolk
Berkshire

Cross-country Locations
•

Cambridgeshire
Kent

Local Interest: Edward’s
journey takes place in several
key locations, most of which
will have connections with
local bookshops.

Belgium

London
Dorset

Norfolk
East Sussex

•

Use of ‘uncanny landscapes’
to explore his grief.

•

Folk Horror Revival –
Interest in ghost stories,
horror and the folklore of
Britain’s countryside is
booming. To connect with
your own environment
makes this book unique –
broad range of locations
explored.

West Sussex
Hampshire
Slovakia
Canada
Scotland

Gloucestershire
Wales
Lancashire
Ireland

Cheshire
Derbyshire
Oxfordshire
Cornwall
Wiltshire
Yorkshire

SOPHIE HANNAH NEW JACKETS

The Monogram Murders /
£8.99 / 21st May 2015
/9780007547449

The Mystery of Three
Quarters / £8.99 / 4th April
/ 9780008264482

Closed Casket / £8.99 /
23rd March 2017 /
9780008134129

Fiction

MASTER AND COMMANDER
Patrick O’Brian
This special hardback edition celebrates the 50th anniversary of first publication with a brand-new
foreword by O’Brian’s stepson and biographer, Nikolai Tolstoy, and artist’s note by Geoff Hunt, and
includes the complete text of the previously unavailable Men-of-War, O’Brian’s fascinating guide to
the world of Aubrey/Maturin.
Master and Commander is the first of Patrick O’Brian’s now famous Aubrey/Maturin novels,
regarded by many as the greatest series of historical novels ever written. It establishes the
friendship between Captain Jack Aubrey RN and Stephen Maturin, who becomes his secretive
ship’s surgeon and an intelligence agent. It contains all the action and excitement which could
possibly be hoped for in a historical novel, but it also displays the qualities which have put O’Brian
far ahead of any of his competitors: his depiction of the detail of life aboard a Nelsonic man-of-war,
of weapons, food, conversation and ambience, of the landscape and of the sea. O’Brian’s portrayal
of each of these is faultless and the sense of period throughout is acute. His power of
characterisation is above all masterly.
This brilliant historical novel marked the debut of a writer who has grown into one of the most
remarkable literary novelists now writing, the author of what Alan Judd, writing in the Sunday
Times, has described as ‘the most significant extended story since Anthony Powell’s A Dance to
the Music of Time.

9780008328320
October 17, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollins
Historical Adventure

£16.99

LETTERS FROM FATHER CHRISTMAS
J. R. R. Tolkien
This revised edition of Tolkien’s famous illustrated letters from Father Christmas to his children includes a
number of pictures and letters that have not been seen in print before. The perfect Christmas gift for Tolkien
lovers of all ages.
This classic festive book of Tolkien’s amazing Father Christmas letters written to his children between the
1920s and the 1940s has been reworked into a new and attractive edition. It contains brand new high-quality
digital reproductions of his amazing letters and pictures, including a number them that have never been
printed before.
‘My dear children, I am more shaky than usual this year. The North Polar Bear’s fault. It was the biggest bang
in the world, and the most monstrous firework there has ever been. It turned the North Pole black!’
Every December an envelope bearing a stamp from the North Pole would arrive for J. R. R. Tolkien’s children .
Inside would be a letter in strange spidery handwriting and a beautiful coloured drawing or some sketches.
The letters were from Father Christmas.
They told wonderful tales of life at the NorthPole:
•How all the reindeer got loose and scattered presents all over the place.
•How the accident-prone Polar Bear climbed the North Pole and fell through the roof of Father Christmas’s
house into the dining-room
• How he broke the Moon into four pieces and made the Man in it fall into the back garden
• How there were wars with the troublesome horde of goblins who lived in the caves beneath the house!
Sometimes the Polar Bear would scrawl a note, and sometimes Ilbereth the Elf would write in his elegant
flowing script, adding yet more life and humour to the stories. From the first note to Tolkien’s eldest son in
1920 to the final poignant letter to his daughter in 1943, this book collects all the remarkable letters and
pictures in one enchanting edition. No reader, young or old, can fail to be charmed by the inventiveness of
Tolkien’s Letters from FatherChristmas.

9780008327729
October 17, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollins
Fantasy & Magical Realism (Children's /
Teenage)

£75.00

LETTERS FROM FATHER CHRISTMAS [Deluxe Slipcased edition]

FRONT

Mock-up
images

BACK

THE ART OF GAME OF THRONES
Insight Editions
Filled with gorgeous illustrations and artwork from HBO's hit series, The Art of Game of Thrones is
the definitive Game of Thrones art collection.
Since its first season, Game of Thrones has been one of the most popular and successful
television shows ever created. Beautifully crafted and presented in a deluxe, large format, these
pages present a visual chronicle of the meticulous work done by artists to bring the world of
Westeros to life on-screen.
Fans will recognize thrilling moments and stunning locations from the show. Showcasing a
multitude of fascinating and beautifully rendered images and previously unpublished works of art,
this collectible book contains the visual legacy of Game of Thrones and is a must-have for fans of
the show.

9780008354558
October 17, 2019
Hardback
HarperVoyager
Television Production: Technical &
Background Skills

£50.00

A SHERLOCK HOLMES ADVENTURE – THE
DEVIL’S DUE

Bonnie MacBird
After Art in the Blood and Unquiet Spirits, Holmes and Watson are back in the third of Bonnie
MacBird’s critically acclaimed Sherlock Holmes Adventures, written in the tradition of Conan Doyle
himself.
It’s 1890 and the newly famous Sherlock Holmes faces his worst adversary to date – a diabolical
villain bent on destroying some of London’s most admired public figures in particularly gruesome
ways. A further puzzle is that suicide closely attends each of the murders. As he tracks the killer
through vast and seething London, Holmes finds himself battling both an envious Scotland Yard
and a critical press as he follows a complex trail from performers to princes, anarchists to
aesthetes. But when his brother Mycroft disappears, apparently the victim of murder, even those
loyal to Holmes begin to wonder how close to the flames he has travelled. Has Sherlock Holmes
himself made a deal with thedevil?

9780008195076
October 10, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollins
Crime & Mystery

£14.99

THE LAST KINGDOM SERIES (12) – SWORD OF
KINGS

Bernard Cornwell
The Last Kingdom series goes from strength to strength with Uhtred becoming ever more
interesting – in so many ways a modern hero, facing a new world, with changing allegiances, but
still held by traditionalloyalties.
 Bernard Cornwell is the author of over 50 novels published in 30 countries and 28 languages:
he is the most successful and prolific historical novelist writing today.

 This is the twelfth novel in the Last Kingdom series, which is now a major television streaming
series streaming on Netflix, the third season of which premiered in late 2018.

 WAR OF THE WOLF, the eleventh book in this series, went straight to No. 2 in the Hardback
fiction chart in Autumn 2018 and has now sold over 90,000 hardbacks.
Critical reviews:
“Strong narrative, vigorous action and striking characterization, Cornwell remains the king of the
territory he has staked out as his own.” – SUNDAYTIMES
“The best battle scenes of any writer I have ever read, past or present. Cornwell really makes
history come alive.” – GEORGE R. R. MARTIN
“A violent, absorbing historical saga, deeply research and thoroughly imagined.” – WASHINGTON
POST

9780008183899
October 03, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollins
Historical Fiction

£20.00

THE BLUE EYE
Ausma Zehanat Khan
Third instalment in Ausma Zehanat Khan's powerful epic fantasy quartet: a series that lies
somewhere between N. K. Jemisin and George R.R. Martin, in which a powerful band of women
must use all the powers at their disposal to defeat a dark and oppressive, patriarchal regime The
Companions of Hira have used their cunning and their magic in the battle against the
patriarchal Talisman, an organization whose virulently conservative agenda restricts free thought.
One of the most accomplished Companions, Arian, continues to lead a disparate group in pursuit
of the one artifact that could end the Talisman’s authoritarian rule: The Bloodprint.
But after a vicious battle, the arcane tome has slipped once more beyond her reach. Despite being
separated and nearly losing their lives, Arian’s band of allies has remained united. Yet now, the
group seems to be fracturing. To continue the fight, Arian must make a dangerous journey to a
distant city to recruit new allies. But instead of her trusted friends, she is accompanied by
associates she may no longer be able totrust.
Building on the brilliance of The Bloodprint and The Black Khan, this third volume in the Khorasan
Archive series ratchets up the danger, taking the conflict to a darker, deadlier place, and setting
the stage for the thrilling conclusion to this acclaimed #ownvoices fantasy.

9780008171674
October 17, 2019
Hardback
HarperVoyager
Fantasy

£14.99

The Christmas
Wedding

Wizard of the Pigeons

Dilly Court

Megan Lindholm

9780008287757

9780008287382

October 17, 2019
B-format paperback
Sagas

January 09, 2020
B-format paperback
Fantasy

£7.99

£8.99

The new novel from the Sunday Times bestselling author.
The perfect heartwarming romance for Christmas.

Seattle: a place as magical as the Emerald City.
Subtle magic seeps through the cracks in the paving stones of the sprawling metropolis. But only the
inhabitants who possess special gifts are open to the city's consciousness; finding portents in the graffiti,
reading messages in the rubbish or listening to warnings in the skipping-rope chants of children. Wizard
is bound to Seattle and her magic. His gift is the Knowing – a powerful enchantment allowing him to
know the truth of things; to hear the life-stories of ancient mummies locked behind glass cabinets, to
receive true fortunes from the carnival machines, to reveal to ordinary people the answers to their
troubles and to safeguard the city's equilibrium.
The magic has its price; Wizard must never have more than a dollar in his pocket, must remain
celibate, and he must feed and protect the pigeons.
But a threat to Seattle has begun to emerge in the portents. A malevolent force born of Wizard's
forgotten past has returned to prey upon his power and taunt him with images of his obscure history;
and he is the only wizard in Seattle who can face the evil and save the city, his friends and himself.

Alice Isn’t Dead

Lifelike (2) – DEV1AT3

Joseph Fink

Jay Kristoff

9780008323745

9780008301415

October 17, 2019
B-format paperback
Horror & Ghost Stories

October 03, 2019
B-format paperback
Science Fiction

£8.99

£8.99

Inspired by the eponymous podcast, Alice Isn’t Dead is a story about loving, about searching – and
about the courage you need when what you find is terrifyingly unexpected.
Keisha Lewis mourned the loss of her wife, Alice, who disappeared two years ago. There was a search,
there was grief beyond what she thought was possible. There was a funeral.
But then Keisha began to see her wife, again and again, in the background of news reports from all
over America.
Alice isn’t dead. And she is showing up at the scene of every tragedy in the country.
Keisha shrugs off her old life and hits the road as a trucker – hoping on some level that travelling the
length of the country will lead her to the person she loves.
What she finds are buried crimes and monsters (both human and unimaginable), government
conspiracies, haunted service stations and a darkness far older than the highway system it lies
beneath.
Cast in the fluorescent lights of midnight diner-signs, this story is as big as the open road and as
intimate as the darkness of a trucker’s cab: perfect for fans of Stephen King, Serial, Twin Peaks and
American Gods.

From bestselling author Jay Kristoff comes the second installment in the LIFEL1K3 trilogy.
‘EVERY KIND OF BADASS’ - Laini Taylor
In the wake of a climactic battle in the ruined city of Babel, two former best friends suddenly find
themselves on opposite sides of the same quest.
Eve is torn between the memories of the girl she was, and the synthetic she's discovered herself to be.
Together with her lifelike ‘siblings’, Eve sets out to find the real Ana Monrova, whose DNA is the key to
building an army of lifelikes.
Meanwhile, Eve's best friend, Lemon, is coming to terms with a power that she has long denied – and
that others want to harness as a weapon. When she meets a strange boy named Grimm, he offers to
lead her out of the horror-ridden landscape and to an enclave of other abnorms like herself. There,
Lemon quickly finds a sense of belonging – and perhaps even love – among the other genetic deviates.
But all is not what it seems, and with enemies and friends, heroes and villains wearing interchangeable
faces, Lemon, too, will join the race to locate Ana Monrova before her former best friend can get to her.

In the Night Wood

We Must Be Brave

Dale Bailey

Frances Liardet

9780008329198

9780008280154

October 03, 2019
B-format paperback
Horror & Ghost Stories

October 03, 2019
B-format paperback
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

£8.99

A FOREST. A BOOK. A MISSING GIRL.
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR – TOR.COM
NOMINATED FOR THE SHIRLEY JACKSON AWARD FOR BEST NOVEL.
Charles Hayden has been fascinated by a strange Victorian fairy tale, In the Night Wood, since he was
a child. When his wife, Erin – a descendant of the author – inherits her ancestor’s house, the couple
decide to make it their home. Still mourning the recent death of their daughter, they leave America
behind, seeking a new beginning in the English countryside.
But Hollow House, filled with secrets and surrounded by an ancient oak forest, is a place where the
past seems very much alive. Isolated among the trees, Charles and Erin begin to feel themselves
haunted – by echoes of the stories in the house’s library, by sightings of their daughter, and by
something else, as old and dark as the forest around them.
A compelling and atmospheric gothic thriller, In the Night Wood reveals the chilling power of myth and
memory.

A novel about courage and kindness, hardship and friendship – and the astonishing power of love.
‘This is storytelling at its best’ - Sarah Winman
‘The perfect book club read’ - AJ Pearce
‘Dazzling… fierce, physical and almost inexpressibly tender’ - Guardian
December, 1940. As German bombs fall on Southampton, the city’s residents flee to the surrounding
villages. In Upton village, amid the chaos, newly-married Ellen Parr finds a girl sleeping, unclaimed at
the back of an empty bus. Five-year-old Pamela, it seems, is entirely alone.
Ellen has always believed she does not want children, but when she takes Pamela into her home the
child cracks open the past Ellen thought she had escaped and the future she had dreamed for herself.
As the war rages on, love grows where it was least expected, surprising them all. But with the end of
the fighting comes the realization that Pamela was never theirs to keep…
For anyone who loved All the Light we Cannot See and The Guernsey Literary & Potato Peel Pie
Society, We Must Be Brave is a luminous novel about the ways we can rescue one another, and the
many different forms that courage can take.

Hazards of Time Travel

It Would Be Night in
Caracas

Joyce Carol Oates

9780008295486

Karina Sainz Borgo,
Elizabeth Bryer
9780008359911

October 03, 2019
B-format paperback
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)

October 17, 2019
Hardback
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

£14.99

An ingenious dystopian novel of one young woman’s resistance against the constraints of an
oppressive society
When a recklessly idealistic girl in a dystopian future society dares to test the perimeters of her tightly
controlled world, she is punished by being sent back in time to a region of North America – ‘Wainscotia,
Wisconsin’ – that existed eighty years before. Cast adrift in time in this idyllic Midwestern town, she is
set upon a course of ‘rehabilitation’ – but she falls in love with a fellow exile and starts to question the
constraints of her new existence, with results that are both devastating and liberating.
Arresting and visionary, Hazards of Time Travel is an exquisitely wrought love story, a novel of
harrowing discovery – and an oblique but powerful response to our current political climate.

An urgent literary phenomenon sold in over 22 languages before publication, a gripping tale of one
woman’s desperate battle to survive the dangerous, sometimes deadly, turbulence of modern
Venezuela.
In Caracas, Venezuela, Adelaida Falcon stands over an open grave. Alone, except for harried
undertakers, she buries her mother–the only family Adelaida has ever known.
Numb with grief, Adelaida returns to the apartment they shared. Outside the window that she tapes shut
every night—to prevent the tear gas raining down on protesters in the streets from seeping in. When
looters masquerading as revolutionaries take over her apartment, Adelaida resists and is beaten up.
This marks the beginning of a fight for survival in a country that has disintegrated into violence and
anarchy, where citizens are increasingly pitted against each other.
A powerful, new voice, It Would Be Night in Caracas is a chilling reminder of how quickly the world we
know can crumble.

A Friend Called Alfie

The Widow Of Pale
Harbour

Rachel Wells

Hester Fox

9780008354602

9781848457492

October 17, 2019
Hardback
Modern & Contemporary
Fiction (post C 1945)

October 17, 2019
B-format paperback
Historical Fiction

£9.99

£7.99

The Sunday Times bestseller returns for a sixth book! Alfie and his mischievous kitten George are back
for more adventures – this time with a puppy in tow…
At Christmas time we all need a friend…
Alfie and his kitten, George, have always known that a human is for life and not just for Christmas. So
when George learns that one of the residents of Edgar Road has been taken into hospital, he realises
it’s up to him to provide some comfort at this difficult time of year.
The only problem is that they now have a little puppy in tow – Pickles the Pug, who is convinced he can
be a cat if only he sticks with his new found friends.
As George tries to do everything he can to make the world – and its humans – happier, Alfie struggles
to keep Pickles in check and out of trouble. Because even the best laid plans can be destroyed by a
well-meaning – but mischievous – little puppy…

Her secrets will tear the town apart.
A town gripped by fear. A woman accused of witchcraft. Who can save Pale Harbour from itself?
Maine, 1846. Gabriel Stone is desperate to escape the ghosts that haunt him after his wife's death, so
he takes a position as a minister in the remote village of Pale Harbour.
But not all is as it seems in the sleepy town. Strange, unsettling things have been happening, and the
townspeople claim that only one person can be responsible: Sophronia Carver, a reclusive widow who
lives in the decaying Castle Carver. Sophronia must be a witch, and she almost certainly killed her
husband.
As the incidents escalate, one thing becomes clear: they are the work of a madman inspired by the
wildly popular stories of Mr. Edgar Allan Poe. And Gabriel must find answers, or Pale Harbour will suffer
a fate worthy of Poe's darkest tales.

Join Alfie, George – and now Pickles – as they come to the rescue of some lonely souls. The
perfect read for fans of James Bowen from the Sunday Times bestseller.

The Family

The Stranger Inside

Louise Jensen

Lisa Unger

9780008330101

9781848457072

October 17, 2019
B-format paperback
Thriller / Suspense

October 03, 2019
B-format paperback
Thriller / Suspense

£7.99

£7.99

The latest psychological thriller from master storyteller, Louise Jensen, will leave you breathless.
COULD ONE MOTHER’S MISTAKE COST HER DAUGHTER EVERYTHING?
Laura is grieving after the sudden death of her husband. Struggling to cope emotionally and financially,
Laura is grateful when a local community, Oak Leaf Organics, offer her and her 17-year-old daughter
Tilly a home.
But as Laura and Tilly settle into life with their new ‘family’, sinister things begin to happen. When one
of the community dies in suspicious circumstances Laura wants to leave but Tilly, enthralled by the
charismatic leader, Alex, refuses to go.
Desperately searching for a way to save her daughter, Laura uncovers a horrifying secret but Alex and
his family aren’t the only ones with something to hide. Just as Laura has been digging into their past,
they’ve been digging into hers and she discovers the terrifying reason they invited her and Tilly in, and
why they’ll never let them leave…

Praise for Lisa Unger:
‘The best nail-biter I have read for ages’ - Lee Child
‘Gripping suspense at its best’ - Karin Slaughter
********************************************************************
You committed the perfect crime. But someone knows the truth.
You followed the trial obsessively. Knew the evidence, alibis, and witnesses inside out. You know
they’re guilty and can’t believe they got away with it. But where judge and jury failed, someone is
determined to see justice done.
Rain Winter left journalism behind to focus on her baby daughter. But when a man acquitted for murder
is killed, in the same way as his suspected victims, Rain sees a pattern emerging between a series of
cold cases.
Meticulous and untraceable, this killer strikes in the dead of night, making sure that the guilty are
suitably punished for their crimes.
As Rain’s investigation deepens, she must face up to dark secrets in her own past and the realisation
that the killer may be closer than she thinks…

THE LOVE SOLUTION
ASHLEY CROFT
9780008294885
OCTOBER 17, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE INGREDIENTS FOR HAPPINESS
LUCY KNOTT
9780008348663
OCTOBER 17, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£12.99

THROUGH THE WALL
CAROLINE CORCORAN
9780008335090
OCTOBER 17, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

BLUEBELL CASTLE (2) –SUNSHINE
OVER BLUEBELL CASTLE
SARAH BENNETT
9780008331009
OCTOBER 03, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£12.99

WE MET IN DECEMBER
ROSIE CURTIS
9780008353551
OCTOBER 03, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

COMING HOME TO THE WINTER
WONDERLAND
NORA ROBERTS
9780263276527
SEPTEMBER 22, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE APPEAL
DIANE JEFFREY
9780008331054
OCTOBER 17, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£12.99

SNOWFLAKES AND MISTLETOE
KISSES
NORA ROBERTS
9780263276534
SEPTEMBER 22, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE STATIONMASTER’SDAUGHTER
KATHLEEN MCGURL
9780008331115
OCTOBER 17, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£12.99

TESSA DARE, SARAH MACLEAN,
SOPHIE JORDAN, JOANNASHUPE
9780062962416
MASS MARKET (RACK)PAPERBACK

£6.99

JEFFREY FORD
9780062679017

CRYSTAL HANA KIM
9780062645180

KAREN BROOKS
9780062686596

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

THE OYSTERVILLE SEWING
CIRCLE
SUSAN WIGGS
9780008151386
OCTOBER 17, 2019

THE KILLER INSIDE
CASS GREEN
9780008287245
OCTOBER 17, 2019

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

£9.99

£8.99

£9.99

£8.99

REWRITE THE STARS
EMMA HEATHERINGTON
9780008355630
OCTOBER 03, 2019

THE GOLDEN HOUR
BEATRIZ WILLIAMS
9780008218997
OCTOBER 03, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

THE SUMMER OF WISHFUL
THINKING
EVE EDWARDS
9780008356392
OCTOBER 17, 2019

LAURA LEE GUHRKE
9780062853714

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

THE SECOND LIFE OF
NATHAN JONES
DAVID ATKINSON
9780008327880
OCTOBER 17, 2019
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

£7.99

£8.99

£8.99

£6.99

MASS MARKET (RACK)
PAPERBACK

MEG WAITE CLAYTON
9780062946935
ROUGH FRONT

Talia Carner
9780062896889

Paperback / softback

BEATRIZ WILLIAMS, LAUREN
WILLIG, KAREN WHITE
9780062642462
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£20.00

£10.99

£11.99

Non-Fiction

Non-Fiction POS

To order a pack, email independentthinking@harpercollins.co.uk
First come, first served!
Hardback = £9.99

GREENFEAST
Nigel Slater
‘Much of my weekday eating contains neither meat nor fish … It is simply the way my eating has
grown to be over the last few years.’
Greenfeast: autumn, winter is a vibrant and joyous collection of the food Nigel eats at the end of the
day. A collection of simply beautiful autumn and winter recipes, each with suggested variations, that
can mostly be on the table in 30minutes.
The green follow-up to his bestselling Eat, and following on from Greenfeast: spring, summer, this
is for everyone who wants inspiration for a quick plant-based supper using seasonal ingredients.

9780008213770
October 03, 2019
Hardback
Fourth Estate
Vegetarian Cookery

£26.00

WEEK LIGHT
Donna Hay
There are endless arguments out there for bringing more vegetables to your table – your own wellbeing, your budget, our environment, the list goes on. Whatever your personal reason, there’s one
that I think is universal – FLAVOUR.
Gone are the days where a sad salad or soft steamed carrots were our only options. These recipes
use vegetables in a whole new way, adding so much life to your weekly routine. Who knew broccoli
(in my mind the super food of all vegetables) could make such a delicious pizza base, flat- bread or
tart shell? Often for lunch or even a snack, I’ll bake my super-green falafels in the oven and my
studio team love them. As for my boys? Their current weeknight request is my crunchy raw pad
Thai – so yum.
Inside Week Light, you’ll find all these ideas and so much more. It’s essentially my week in food, in
a book – super-quick, family-friendly, fuss-free meals made REAL. Vegetables are at the forefront
of nearly every recipe, with a few meat options thrown in, and there are lots of my all-time classics
reworked to include more goodness.
This book is about using food to refuel and reenergise, while nurturing ourselves with flavour.
Happy cooking!

Jacket
TBD
9781460758113
Paperback / softback
Cookery / Food & Drink Etc

£20.00

FACE IT
Debbie Harry
A MULTILAYERED MEMOIR FROM A MULTIFACETEDARTIST
As a musician, an actor, a muse, an icon, the breadth of Debbie Harry’s impact on our culture has
been matched by her almost Sphinx-like reticence about her inner life. Through it all – while being
acclaimed as one of the most beautiful women in the world, prized by a galaxy of leading
photographers and fashion designers, beloved by legions of fans for her relentless, high-octane
performances, selling 50 million albums or being painted by Andy Warhol – Debbie Harry has
infused her perennial Blondie persona with a heady mix of raw sexuality and sophisticated punk
cool.
In Face It, Debbie Harry invites us into the complexity of who she is and how her life and career
have played out over the last seven decades. Upending the standard music memoir, with a cuttingedge style keeping with the distinctive qualities of her multi-disciplined artistry, Face It includes a
thoughtful introduction by Chris Stein, rare personal photos, original illustrations, fan artwork
installations and more.
Peppered with colourful characters, Face It features everyone from bands Blondie came up with on
the 1970s music scene – The Ramones, Television, Talking Heads, Iggy Pop and David Bowie – to
artists like Jean-Michel Basquiat, Marina Abramovic and H.R. Giger of Alien fame. It explores her
successful acting career (she has starred in over 30 film roles, including David Cronenberg’s
Videodrome and John Waters’s Hairspray), her weekends with William S. Burroughs and her
attempted abduction by serial killer Ted Bundy. Ranging from the hardscrabble grit and grime of the
early New York City years to times of glorious commercial success, interrupted by a plunge into
heroin addiction, the near-death of partner Chris Stein, a heart-wrenching bankruptcy and Blondie’s
break-up as a band, an amazing solo career and then a stunning return with Blondie, this is a
cinematic story of an artist who has always set her own path.

9780008229429
October 01, 2019
10 01 2019

Hardback
HarperCollins
Autobiography: Arts & Entertainment

£20.00

Pre-Order
Poster
Available:
IndieThinking.c
o.uk

FACE IT
Debbie Harry
A MULTILAYERED MEMOIR FROM A MULTIFACETEDARTIST
As a musician, an actor, a muse, an icon, the breadth of Debbie Harry’s impact on our culture has
been matched by her almost Sphinx-like reticence about her inner life. Through it all – while being
acclaimed as one of the most beautiful women in the world, prized by a galaxy of leading
photographers and fashion designers, beloved by legions of fans for her relentless, high-octane
performances, selling 50 million albums or being painted by Andy Warhol – Debbie Harry has
infused her perennial Blondie persona with a heady mix of raw sexuality and sophisticated punk
cool.
In Face It, Debbie Harry invites us into the complexity of who she is and how her life and career
have played out over the last seven decades. Upending the standard music memoir, with a cuttingedge style keeping with the distinctive qualities of her multi-disciplined artistry, Face It includes a
thoughtful introduction by Chris Stein, rare personal photos, original illustrations, fan artwork
installations and more.
Peppered with colourful characters, Face It features everyone from bands Blondie came up with on
the 1970s music scene – The Ramones, Television, Talking Heads, Iggy Pop and David Bowie – to
artists like Jean-Michel Basquiat, Marina Abramovic and H.R. Giger of Alien fame. It explores her
successful acting career (she has starred in over 30 film roles, including David Cronenberg’s
Videodrome and John Waters’s Hairspray), her weekends with William S. Burroughs and her
attempted abduction by serial killer Ted Bundy. Ranging from the hardscrabble grit and grime of the
early New York City years to times of glorious commercial success, interrupted by a plunge into
heroin addiction, the near-death of partner Chris Stein, a heart-wrenching bankruptcy and Blondie’s
break-up as a band, an amazing solo career and then a stunning return with Blondie, this is a
cinematic story of an artist who has always set her own path.

9780008320218
October 01, 2019
10 01 2019

CD standard audio format
HarperCollins
Autobiography: Arts & Entertainment

£19.99

UNICORN
Amrou Al-Kadhi
From a god-fearing Muslim boy enraptured with their mother, to a vocal, queer drag queen
estranged from their family, this is a heart-breaking and hilarious memoir about the author’s fight to
be true to themself.
My name is Amrou Al-Kadhi – by day. By night, I am Glamrou, an empowered, fearless and
acerbic drag queen who wears seven-inch heels and says the things that nobody else dares to.
Growing up in a strict Iraqi Muslim household, it didn’t take long for me to realise I was different.
When I was ten years old, I announced to my family that I was in love with Macaulay Culkin in
Home Alone. The resultant fallout might best be described as something like the Iraqi version of
Jerry Springer: The Opera. And that was just thebeginning.
This is the story of how I got from there to here: about my teenage obsession with marine biology,
and how fluid aquatic life helped me understand my non-binary gender identity; about my two-year
scholarship at Eton college, during which I wondered if I could forge a new identity as a British
aristocrat (spoiler alert: it didn’t work); about discovering the transformative powers of drag while at
university (and how I very nearly lost my mind after I left); and about how, after years of rage
towards it, I finally began to understand Islam in a new, queer way.
Most of all, this is a book about my mother. It’s the journey of how we lost and found each other,
about forgiveness, understanding, hope – and the life-long search for belonging.

9780008306069
October 03, 2019
Hardback
Fourth Estate
Memoirs

£16.99

A DAY LIKE TODAY
John Humphrys
For thirty-three years, John Humphrys has presented Radio 4’s Today, Britain’s most popular news
programme. Now the veteran broadcaster writes his memoirs to mark his retirement from the BBC.
Famed for his tough interviewing, his deep suspicion of authority in all its forms, his passionate
commitment to various causes and his ferocious intellect, his book will chart the course of John’s
life from his Cardiff childhood through the ups and downs of his life as a journalist covering
Watergate and apartheid South Africa, his time presenting BBC Nine O’Clock News and his thirtythree years holding politicians to account on Radio 4’s Today – the nation’s most popular news
programme.
The book will offer a behind-the-scenes account of working on the Today Programme with his
insights and stories about major politicians, figures in the news, celebrities, the BBC, as well as his
trenchant view on the role of the media in politics and the health of the political system. It gives an
unmissable view of some of the great events of the last sixty years from his unique perspective.

Jacket
TBD
9780007415571
October 03, 2019
10 03 2019

Hardback
William Collins
Memoirs

£20.00

THE DOUBLE DANGEROUS BOOK FOR BOYS
Conn Iggulden
In this long-awaited follow-up to his much-loved bestseller, written with his sons
Cameron and Arthur, Conn Iggulden presents a brand-new compendium of
cunning schemes, projects, tricks, games and tales of extraordinary courage.
Whether it’s building a flying machine, learning how to pick a lock, discovering the
world’s greatest speeches or mastering a Rubik’s cube, The Double Dangerous
Book for Boys is the ultimate companion, to be cherished by readers and doers of
all ages.

9780008332983
October 17, 2019
10 17 2019

Hardback
HarperCollins
Gift Books

£20.00

THE DOUBLE DANGEROUS BOOK FOR BOYS, Conn Iggulden

THE HIDDEN WORLD OF THE FOX
Adele Brand
A charming portrait of the fox, perfect for readers who loved The Secret Life of Cows and The
Shepherd’s Life.
‘Succinct, clear, sophisticated. I couldn't stop reading it’ Jeff VanderMeer
We’ve all seen the fox.
A flash of his brushy tail disappearing between the gap of a fence, a blaze of orange caught in the
headlights as he scampers across the road. We’ve heard him too, his strange barks echoing in the
city night. Perhaps we’ve even come face to face with him, eyes meeting for a few moments before
he disappears once more into the darkness. But where is he going, and what is his world really
like?
In The Hidden World of the Fox, ecologist Adele Brand shines a light on one of Britain’s most
familiar yet enigmatic animals, showing us how the astonishing senses, intelligence and behaviour
that allowed foxes to thrive in the ancient wildwood now help them survive in the concrete car
parks and clattering railway lines of our cities and towns.
The result of a lifelong obsession, Brand adds a wealth of firsthand experience to this charming,
lyrical love letter to the fox, whether she’s fostering their cubs, studying their interactions with
humans, or catching them on hidden cameras everywhere from the Bialowieza forest of Poland
and the Thar desert of India to the classic English countryside of her home in the North Downs.
While encounters with a host of furry acquaintances – Chatter, Old Dogfox, Sooty, the Interloper,
the Vixen from Across the Road – will delight and amuse, her message about the importance of
living peaceably side-by-side with nature will linger long after the last page is turned.

9780008327286
October 17, 2019
Hardback
William Collins
Zoology & Animal Sciences

£12.99

LONG LIVE THE QUEENS
Emma Marriott
Powerful and influential kings have long dominated our view of global history, their queens often
relegated to the shadows, their influence, deeds and sacrifices unacknowledged and lost in the
passing of time. But not anymore…
This book chronicles the forgotten queens from across the globe – those who ruled in their own
right, and those who were wives or mothers of reigning kings. All of whom wielded significant
power.
A smattering of queens, such as Queen Elizabeth I and Catherine the Great of Russia, are known
and celebrated, but many more have been glossed over, maligned by historians or dismissed as
mere bit-players on the world stage. We are all familiar with the great Roman emperors but what of
Queen Zenobia, a rebel queen of the Middle East who took on the Roman Empire? William the
Conqueror, the Norman invader of England in 1066, is an iconic figure in history, but how much do
you know about his powerful ally and wife Matilda of Flanders?
Long Live the Queens rescues these phenomenal women from obscurity, exploring their
achievements and deeds, and shedding light on the sacrifices female rulers throughout history
have had to make in a patriarchalworld.
Learn about the trailblazers, game-changers and mighty monarchs who have no business in being
forgotten.
Includes 40 entries on a wide-range of queens from across the globe, from early civilisation to the
eve of the First World War. Each entry will be 1000-1500 words long. It will be beautifully packaged
with nice paper, stylish line drawings and a gifty design.
Emma Marriott is an experienced writer and historian, and author of several popular history titles.

9780008355524
October 17, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollins
Popular Culture

£12.99
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VALIDATE ME
Charly Cox
From the bestselling author of She Must Be Mad¸ comes the second book of poetry and prose from
Charly Cox. Honest, raw, insightful and magically interweaving the everyday with the abstract,
Charly’s writing is exquisite. She is a leading light of the new cohort of young women who are
changing the landscape for poetry in the 21stcentury.
Part-comedy, part caricature, but mostly harrowing truth, Charly Cox’s second collection, Validate
Me explores the havoc that the digital hemisphere is playing on our relationships, concentration
span and mental health. Written entirely on her phone, this is a look at how a life lived online is
both liberating and screwing us all up, through the gaze of one woman on the cusp of absolute
digital burnout. Funny, heartbreaking and achingly relatable, Charly’s writing has the power to
make us all feel lessalone.

9780008348175
October 03, 2019
B-format paperback
HQ
Poetry By Individual Poets

£9.99

MATHS ON THE BACK OF AN ENVELOPE
Rob Eastaway
Does that statistic makesense?
How much will this round of drinks cometo?
And what are the chances of winning the lottery?Twice?
Learn how to do complex maths with nothing but the back of an envelope, a pencil and some good
old-fashioned brain power.
Doing mathematics without a calculator seems like an unnecessary feat in the twenty-first century.
These clever little electronic devices have helped to take away the drudgery of arithmetic, and
given all of us the power to perform in a few seconds what might previously have taken hours to
work out.
But much of the time, we don’t need the exact answer with its endless decimal points – we just
need to know whether something is in the rightballpark.
Rob Eastaway’s clever mathematical techniques do exactly that, as he takes an entertaining look
at how to figure without a calculator.
From spotting misleading statistics in the news and bad deals, to estimating how long you’ll be
standing in that slowly crawling queue, this book is packed with amusing anecdotes and handy
back-of-the-envelope calculations for everysituation.
Most importantly, this book is a timely and welcome reminder that sometimes our own brain is the
best tool we have to deal withnumbers.

9780008324582
October 17, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollins
Philosophy Of Mathematics

£9.99

THE A-Z HISTORY OF LONDON
Geographers’ A-Z Map Co Ltd, Philip Parker
For the last century A-Z maps have been the trusted and reliable source of mapping for
Londoners. As the face of London has changed so have the maps. History of Britain in Maps
author, Philip Parker, will outline these changes and reveal how the city has changed over the last
one hundred years.
Did you know that Wembley Stadium used to be a Greyhound racing circuit? The Millennium
Dome is the biggest structure of its kind in the world? The London Eye was not the first big wheel
in London.
London’s skyline has gone from Big Ben and Tower Bridge to include the Tate Modern and The
Shard. Several ill-fated projects appeared on maps, including London Millennium Tower and The
Sparkplug, which never quite made it into the city’s skyline.

9780008351762
October 03, 2019
Hardback
Collins
British & Irish History

£25.00

ATLAS OF UNUSUAL BORDERS
Zoran Nikolic
The world is not always what we think it is. This book presents unusual borders, enclaves and
exclaves, divided or non-existent cities and islands. Numerous conflicts have left countries divided
and often shattered. Remnants of countries can by design or accident be left behind as a legal
anomaly in this complexworld.
Most people believe that a country’s borders are clearly defined: just lines that separate countries.
Everything on one side of the line belongs to one country and everything on the other side belongs
to another country. This might be the case most of the time, but there are unusual exceptions to
this unwritten rule.
Examplesinclude;
•Campione d’Italia where Italian residents have to travel 15km through Switzerland to reach the
nearest avaialble Italianterritory.
•Tomb of Suleyman Shah which is a tiny Turkish enclave within Syria which was moved closer to
Turkey when Lake Assad was created but still stayed in Syria.
•Pheasant Island which for half a year belongs to the Spanish city of Irun, and the remaining half,
to its French twin-town, Hendaye.
•Canadian Stanstead and American Beebe Plain where the boundary line runs along the centre of
the main street, so that the houses on one side of the street are in Canada and on the other in the
United States.
These and many more instances are captured in this fascinating book full of strange geographical
intrigue.

9780008351779
October 03, 2019
Hardback
Collins
Political Geography

£20.00

WORLD WONDERS
Michal Gaszynski
Explore constructions and structures that shaped our world and learn their hidden secrets. World
Wonders presents the greatest architectural achievements in human history.
Each building analysed by the author is illustrated with its plans, maps and architectural details.
Everything enriched with intriguing facts and curiosities, symbols and infographics.
50 unique structures describedincluding;
- Kennedy Space Centre
- Great Wall of China
- Eiffel Tower
- Maracanã Stadium
- Great Pyramids
- Svalbard Global Seed Vault

Not
Final
Cover
9780008360115
October 03, 2019
Hardback
Collins
History Of Architecture

£20.00

THE BRITISH ARMY CHALLENGE BOOK
The British Army, Dr Gareth Moore
Have YOU got what it takes to be the best?
Over 100 approved Army challenges to help get youthere!
The British Army Challenge book is packed full of puzzles and challenges that use vital mindtraining skills for any team player or budding recruit!
Tackle logic puzzles, explore mazes, and wrestle with problem-solving tests, as you learn to:

•

Crack codes
• Complete complex navigationchallenges

•
•
•

Put leadership skills to the test with essential lateral thinking techniques
Remember crucial survival skills through quizzes and word games

Problem-solve under pressure by analysing ‘real-life’ scenarios, and ask yourself: what
would I do in this situation?
Teamwork is at the heart of the British Army, and this is the perfect challenge book to enjoy with
family and friends – work together or invite some friendly competition.

Jacket
TBD
9780008356859
October 17, 2019
Trade Paperback
Harper NonFiction
Puzzles & Quizzes

£12.99

Ireland The Best 100
Places

Great Expeditions

John McKenna, Sally
McKenna
9780008354688

Alan Greenwood, Mark
Steward, Levison Wood
9780008347826

October 03, 2019
Hardback
Travel & Holiday

October 03, 2019
Trade paperback (US)
Historical Adventure

£20.00

£12.99

Sally and John McKenna, travel and food writers and authors of IRELAND THE BEST, have selected
100 extraordinary places that epitomise what is truly great about Ireland. This personal and diverse
compendium is illustrated with beautiful and evocative images.
John and Sally McKenna have drawn on a lifetime of experiences to create this list of the 100 best
places in Ireland: reflective, magnificent and human places. Some choices may be surprising but all are
exceptional.
This book is John and Sally’s ultimate collection selected from the hundreds of places that feature in the
independent guide to Ireland, IRELAND THE BEST. As well as expert commentary, all 100 places
include highly selective recommendations of where to walk, eat and sleep nearby.
Beautiful and evocative images capture the essence of each place. From wild glens to ancient
buildings, remote islands to vibrant cities, this is John and Sally’s list of the places in Ireland that you
really should visit in your lifetime.

Foreword by Levison Wood, presenter of Walking the Americas. A comprehensive, fascinating and
inspiring gallery of the great adventures that changed our world.
Throughout history there have been brave men and women who dared to go where few had gone
before. They broke new ground by drawing on incredible reserves of courage, fortitude and intelligence
in the face of terrible adversity. Their endeavours changed the world and inspired generations.
Spanning several centuries and united by the common theme of the resilience of the human spirit, this
is the ultimate collection of the stories of the intrepid explorers who forged new frontiers across land,
sea, skies and space.
50 incredible journeys including;
• Tenzing and Hillary’s conquest of Everest
• Neil Armstrong’s giant leap
• Christopher Columbus’ new world
• Amelia Earhart flying the Atlantic
• gold fever in the Yukon
• the hunt for a man-eating leopard in India
Great Expeditions includes not only some of the most famous journeys in history but also introduces
many more that ought to be more widely recognised and celebrated.

Collins Ultimate
Scrabble Dictionary
and Word List
Collins Dictionaries
9780008320287

The Times Beginner’s
Guide to Bridge
Andrew Robson
9780008343767

October 17, 2019
Hardback
Dictionaries

October 03, 2019
Trade paperback (US)
Card Games

£24.99

£6.99

The most comprehensive Scrabble resource ever, this is the perfect reference for all players. Now fully
updated with the new official word list, it includes an exhaustive list of every valid word playable in
Scrabble.
Presented in two sections, this book includes a comprehensive dictionary with short definitions of all
playable words of two to nine letters in length, and in section two a full listing of all playable words of ten
to fifteen letters in length.
Provides quick and easy access to all the most useful words in Scrabble, making words easier to
remember and adding interest to most social games, whether you’re a beginner or a veteran! With
succinct and practical definitions for every word of between two and nine letters, players can check
meanings of words without having to consult a second dictionary.
Collins Scrabble dictionaries are endorsed by Mattel and are an essential reference for all Scrabble
players.

A one-stop practical guide on how to play and master the fascinating and rewarding game of bridge
with expert advice throughout from Andrew Robson, the Times bridge correspondent, the world’s most
famous and successful player and teacher of bridge.
Previously published as Collins Need to Know? Bridge. Now with additional practice deals.
Andrew Robson, the Times bridge correspondent, shows you how to play bridge – starting from the
basics and taking you through the learning process step-by-step. Using clear illustrations and
accompanying text, Andrew gives the reader a complete course in learning the game, including sample
hands and ways to practice.
You’ll also learn about bidding, tricks, scoring and dealing, and etiquette whilst playing. Above all you’ll
begin to develop the skills you need to play bridge, and win – including ingenuity, working well in a
partnership, and a good memory.
Contents include: basic bidding and card-play strategies; etiquette and how to score; examples and
practice tips; different types of bridge; conventions; evaluating a bridge hand.

The Times Big Book of
Quick Crosswords
Book 6

The Times Big Book of
Cryptic Crosswords
Book 6

The Times Mind Games
9780008343798

The Times Mind Games

October 03, 2019
Trade paperback (US)
Crosswords

October 03, 2019
Trade paperback (US)
Crosswords

£7.99

£7.99

From the puzzles section of The Times our Editors have chosen the best selection of generalknowledge and definition crossword puzzles to keep even the most eager enthusiasts entertained for
hours.
This collection of 300 accessible puzzles are utterly addictive, yet concise enough to be solved
relatively quickly.
Encompassing a wide range of subjects including geography, literature, history and culture, these
general-knowledge and definition-based puzzles will test your word power and broaden your horizons
at the same time.
With clues that are satisfyingly skillful and containing no cryptic elements, these crosswords are
guaranteed to stretch your mind and entertain you equally.
Puzzles selected from Times Quick Crossword Books 17, 18 and 19.

Challenge yourself with this set of cryptic puzzles from the most famous crossword in the world
compiled by the Times Crossword Editors.
Following in the tradition of The Times’ authoritative, highest-quality, challenging cryptic crosswords,
this latest collection offers an enjoyable and stimulating way to while away your free time and exercise
the grey matter with intriguing clues and complex wordplay.
Enjoy pitting your wits against the crafty elegance of the world’s best crossword setters
Addictive, taxing and compelling, this book is packed with 200 high-quality puzzles chosen by former
Times Crossword Editors.
Puzzles selected from Times Cryptic Crossword Books 14, 15 and 16.

9780008343804

The Times MindGames
Number and Logic
Puzzles Book 4

The Times Mind Games

The Times MindGames
Word Puzzles and
Conundrums Book 4
The Times Mind Games

9780008343774

9780008343781

October 03, 2019
Trade paperback (US)
Sudoku & Number Puzzles

October 03, 2019
Trade paperback (US)
Trivia & Quiz Question
Books

£6.99

£6.99

500 number and logic puzzles to test your mental agility with this collection from the MindGames
section of The Times, featuring seven different types of puzzle challenge.
The perfect gift for all number and logic puzzle enthusiasts, with more than 500 assorted number and
logic puzzles, this collection contains these favourites:
• Brain Trainer – 72 mental maths challenges
• Cell Blocks – 96 Japanese logic puzzles
• Futoshiki – use the numbers 1-5 to fill in the 72 grids
• Kakuro – 64 mathematical crossword puzzles
• KenKen – 72 arithmetical logic puzzles
• Set Square – 72 mental arithmetic grids
• Suko – 96 espresso Su Doku puzzles

500 teasing puzzles and conundrums to test your word power and rack your brain with this mixed
collection from the MindGames section of The Times, featuring six different types of puzzle.
The perfect gift for all word puzzle fans, with more than 500 assorted word puzzles and conundrums,
this collection contains these favourites:
•Lexica – 144 letter grid challenges
•Polygon – 144 word circle puzzles, how many words can you create?
•New Concise Quintagram – 64 new crossword-type challenges. A five-clue quick crossword with one
important difference: there is no grid.
•New Cryptic Quintagram – 64 new crossword-type challenges. A five-clue cryptic crossword with one
important difference: there is no grid.
• Word Watch – expand your vocabulary with 96 multiple-choice word quizzes
• Codewords – test your powers of logic with 52 word and number grids

The Times Golden
Years of Rail Travel

I'll Be There For You

Julian Holland

Kelsey Miller

9780008323752

9780263276473

October 03, 2019
Cloth over boards
Trains & Railways: General
Interest

October 17, 2019
B-format paperback
Television Soap Operas

£30.00

£7.99

A celebration of the heyday of passenger rail travel around Britain. A time when the sound of steam and
locomotive engines were the starting point for many train adventures, holidays and day trips.
Written by Britain’s leading railway author this publication celebrates an evocative period in Britain’s
railway history, sadly gone forever but never forgotten. Highly illustrated with photographs and railway
memorabilia that have been collected during the authors lifetime interest in the railways.
The main period covered is 1900 to 1968 with these subjects being cover;
• Important development in the late 19th century
• 1900–1914 A multitude of railway companies
• 1920–1939 From 1923 the ‘Big Four’ railway companies
• 1948–1968 The six regions of British Railways
This book will bring back fond memories of an era superseded by electric trains and the motorcar.

‘Funny, enlightening and incredibly well-researched’ - Emerald Street
Over twenty years since its low-profile debut and Friends is the most streamed show on UK Netflix. But
has it stood the test of time? Are some parts of it more problematic than we remember? And who was
the cast’s least favourite guest star?
Join Kelsey Miller as she answers all of these questions and more. And as she relives the show’s most
iconic moments, examines some of its controversies, and shines a light on the many trends it inspired –
from oversized coffee cups to the much-copied 90s haircut, ‘The Rachel’.
Weaving incisive commentary, revelatory interviews and behind-the-scenes anecdotes involving highprofile guest stars, I’ll Be There for You is the most comprehensive take on Friends yet, and the ultimate
book for fans everywhere.

Unlearn: 101 Simple
Truths for a Better Life

Things No One Else
Can Teach Us

Humble the Poet

Humble the Poet

9780008359621

9780008359652

October 17, 2019
Hardback
Self-help & Personal
Development

October 17, 2019
Hardback
Self-help & Personal
Development

£12.99

£16.99

Forget what you think you know.
Influencer, rapper and spoken word artist Humble the Poet is here to revolutionise your life and help
you reach your full potential.
Full of insights, wisdom and clarity, Unlearn is a brutally-honest, empowering book that defies
conventional thinking. You will shed the sabotaging habits, fixed mindsets and past regrets that
characterise modern life and instead tap into your best, most authentic self.
Structured as 101 short and accessible life lessons covering everything from ‘Money is a Funny Thing’
to ‘Love is a Gift Not a Loan’, this is the ideal book to turn to whenever you need a flash of inspiration.
Profound in its simplicity, Unlearn is the perfect invitation to a new beginning and to pursue a life of
fulfilment.

SHIFT YOUR PERSPECTIVE.
CHANGE YOUR LIFE.
Setbacks, disappointments, failures can incapacitate anyone. But they don’t have to.
Spoken word artist, rapper, and international bestselling author of Unlearn, Humble the Poet, shares raw
and honest stories from his own life – from his rocky start becoming a rapper, nearly going broke to
being the victim of racial prejudice – to reveal how a change in mindset can radically alter our outlook.
Simple yet profound, Things No One Else Can Teach Us show how our hardest moments can help us
flourish, but only if we recognize and seize the opportunity.

I Carried a Watermelon

Barefoot Pilgrimage

Katy Brand

Andrea Corr

9780008352783

9780008321307

October 24, 2019
Hardback
Autobiography: Arts &
Entertainment

October 17, 2019
Hardback
Memoirs

£12.99

£12.99

Dirty Dancing and me.
I Carried a Watermelon is a love story to Dirty Dancing. A warm, witty and accessible look at how Katy
Brand’s life-long obsession with the film has influenced her own attitudes to sex, love, romance, rights
and responsibilities.
It explores the legacy of the film, from pushing women’s stories to the forefront of commercial cinema,
to its ‘Gold Standard’ depiction of abortion according to leading pro-choice campaigners, and its fresh
and powerful take on the classic ‘coming of age’ story told from a naïve but idealistic 17-year-old girl’s
point of view.
Part memoir based on a personal obsession, part homage to a monster hit and a work of genius, Katy
will explore her own memories and experiences, and talk to other fans of the film, to examine its legacy
as a piece of filmmaking with a social agenda that many miss on first viewing. One of the most
celebrated and viewed films ever made is about to have the time of its life.

Andrea Corr’s Barefoot Pilgrimage is a compelling and honest memoir.
In part, an exercise in coming to terms with and making sense of life and mortality following the loss of a
beloved father; in part, a reflection on an unlikely journey with her siblings through the music industry; in
part, a meditation on family, on music, and on creativity; and, in part, a shout-out for love and for hope.
Illustrated with personal photographs and with original poems interspersed throughout the text, this is a
very personal – at times very funny, at times deeply moving – book from an iconic figure in popular
music.

I Carried a Watermelon
FREE tote bags available
when you order 5
copies or more!

Beautiful Affair

Super Human

Mike Hanrahan

Dave Asprey

9780008333003

9780008366278

October 03, 2019
Hardback
Folk & Traditional Music

October 01, 2019
Trade paperback (UK)
Assertiveness, Motivation &
Self-esteem

£22.00

£14.99

A Ballymaloe-trained chef, songwriter and musical right-hand-man to the legends of Irish song takes us
back stage and into the kitchens of a bohemian, international and surprisingly foodie group of Irish
household names, including members of the Dubliners, Sharon Shannon, Stockton’s Wing, The Fureys
and De Dannan.
Story-led and full of anecdotes, Mike Hanrahan tells the tales behind the music of the 1970s and 80s in
Ireland and cooks up the favourite dishes of its most-loved singers.
From memories of family recipes on country hearths, to the flimsy vegetarian grub served up in his
early folk-club days and communal pressure-cooker stews in a crowded tour bus, Mike shares the
excitement and passion that good food and great music bring to the table. After training with Darina
Allen at Ballymaloe, he turns his hobby into a second career and works his way up in professional
kitchens across the country, collecting stories as he goes.

From the creator of Bulletproof coffee and the bestselling author of Head Strong and The Bulletproof
Diet comes a plan to bypass plateaus and ‘up’ your game at every age.
Dave Asprey suffered countless symptoms of ageing as a young man, which sparked a lifelong burning
desire to grow younger with each birthday. For more than twenty years, he has been on a quest to find
innovative, science-backed methods to upgrade human biology and redefine the limits of the mind,
body, and spirit. The results speak for themselves. Now in his forties, Dave is smarter, happier, and
more fit and successful than ever before.
The answers lie in Dave’s Seven Pillars of Ageing that contribute to degeneration and disease while
diminishing your performance in the moment. Using simple interventions – like diet, sleep, light,
exercise, and little-known but powerful hacks from ozone therapy to proper jaw alignment, you can
decelerate cellular ageing and supercharge your body’s ability to heal and rejuvenate.
A self-proclaimed human guinea pig, Asprey arms readers with practical advice to maximize their lives
at every age with his signature mix of science-geek wonder, candour, and enthusiasm. Getting older no
longer has to mean decline. Now it’s an opportunity to become Super Human.

The Scarfolk Annual

The Apprentice

Richard Littler

Greg Miller

9780008307011

9780008325787

October 17, 2019
Hardback
Parodies & Spoofs

October 03, 2019
B-format paperback
Political Corruption

£12.99

£9.99

A SCARFOLK SANCTIONED BOOK
AUTHORISED EDITION, AS SEEN ON THE RADIO
The Scarfolk Annual is the facsimile of a book discovered in a charity shop in the north west of England
in August 2018. The shop, and indeed town, do not wish to be identified as they are keen to “discourage
the ‘occult-totalitarian tourism’ that as afflicted other areas of Britain” as people hunt for further socioarchaeological traces of the mysterious, missing town of Scarfolk – Britain’s own Brutalist Atlantis.
Apart from the archive of Scarfolk materials which was sent anonymously to the late Dr Ben Motte and
formed the basis of the book Discovering Scarfolk, this children’s annual is, to date, the only complete
artefact from Scarfolk ever to be unearthed ‘in the wild’.
It’s clear The Scarfolk Annual was not written to entertain children at Christmastime; its purpose was to
indoctrinate young minds; in fact, one might go as far as to say destroy young minds, to an end that has
been lost to us.

It has been called the political crime of the century: This book from Pulitzer Prize-winning Washington
Post reporter Greg Miller uncovers for the first time the truth behind the Kremlin’s attempt to put Trump
in the White House, how they did it, when and why.
This exclusive book uncovers the truth behind the Kremlin’s interference in Donald Trump’s win and
Trump’s steadfast allegiance to Vladimir Putin. Drawing on interviews with hundreds of people in
Trump’s inner circle, the intelligence communities, foreign officials, and confidential documents.
The Apprentice offers exclusive information about:
•the hacking of the Democrats by Russian intelligence;
•Russian hijacking of Facebook and Twitter;
•National Security Adviser Michael Flynn’s hidden communications with the Russians;
•the attempt by Jared Kushner, Trump’s son-in-law, to create a secret backchannel to Moscow using
Russian diplomatic facilities;
• the firing of FBI Director James Comey;
• the appointment of Mueller and the investigation that has followed;
• and Trump’s jaw-dropping behaviour in Helsinki.
Deeply reported and masterfully told, The Apprentice is essential reading for anyone trying to
understand Vladimir Putin’s secret operation, its catastrophic impact, and the nature of betrayal.

The Globalist

Post Wall, Post Square

John Walsh

Kristina Spohr

9780008327613

9780008280086

October 17, 2019
Hardback

October 03, 2019
Hardback
The Cold War

£20.00

£30.00

10 17 2019

Peter Sutherland was once described as having the best CV in the world. He was Ireland’s youngest
ever attorney general; the youngest ever European Commissioner; former chairman of Goldman Sachs
International; former chairman of BP; UN special representative for migration and special adviser to the
Vatican.
His time as head of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was the high point of his
career and a defining moment in modern history.
He presided over the signing of the Uruguay round of multilateral trade negotiations. After eight years
and much squabbling, what seemed like an impossible task in 1986 – to reach a global agreement on
the removal of trade barriers and create true market liberalisation – came to pass under Sutherland’s
stewardship in Marrakesh on April 15th, 1994. He would go on to become the first head of the World
Trade Organisation. More than any other individual he unleashed the forces of globalisation. Mickey
Kantor, the US trade secretary during Bill Clinton’s presidency, described him as the “father of
globalisation.”
In an appearance before a House of Commons select committee on migration in 2012, he said
countries should aim at less “homogeneity” in their populations by allowing in more migrants.
This prompted a backlash against him and everything he had come to represent.
In the last two years of his life, Brexit and the election of Donald Trump delivered two huge blows to the
world order that Sutherland had helped to construct.
THE GLOBALIST is the first in-depth biography of an international power-broker who was instrumental
in shaping the global economy that we know today.

It is three decades since the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. Whilst much has been written on the events
leading up to this moment, POST WALL, POST SQUARE explores what happened after the wall came
down.
Drawing on a wealth of newly declassified archival sources from both sides of the Iron Curtain, historian
Kristina Spohr shows how a new European order, the collapse of the Soviet Union and the unification of
Germany, was created without a major conflict – unlike the great transformations of 1815, 1918 and
1945.
Instead, the Post Wall world was made in significant measure through interactive diplomacy among a
small group of international leaders. Through intense argument and cooperative negotiation, these
leaders adapted Western institutions of the Cold War, harnessing NATO and the European Community
as frameworks to unite the whole continent.
With deft analysis, Spohr insists that the reshaping of Europe must be understood in a global context.
She connects events in Berlin and Moscow, contrasting them with the very different trajectory taken by
Beijing and the brutal suppression of democracy in Tiananmen Square. Her global story weaves
together these two timelines in revelatory ways, bringing out strongly the diminutive but commanding
figure of Deng Xiaoping.
Spohr masterfully reveals how the past shapes the present, how our contemporary world of Putin,
Trump and Xi, of a fragmenting European Union, rogue states and the crisis of mass migration, have
their roots in these pivotal years of 1989-1992.

The Personals
Brian O’Connell

9780008321345
October 03, 2019
Hardback
True Stories

£12.99

Some people do Sudoku, others watch Netflix. Brian O'Connell trawls the classified ads, both online
and what remains in print.
This fascinating collection of stories shows how classified ads can help unlock a door into Irish society,
and brings us extraordinary experiences from ordinary people. Why is a woman in rural Ireland selling
high-tech eavesdropping equipment? Did someone really sell a pet monkey in the Evening Echo
newspaper in Cork? Why was a wedding dress for sale 'never worn'?
Classified ads are not just a few commercial lines of text – they can be a treasure trove of stories and
human experience; stories of nostalgia, love, loss, loneliness, isolation and redemption. Brian uses
online and newspaper ads as a way into people's lives, both past and present, funny and poignant.

EMILY RODDA
9781460753729

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

BEV AISBETT
9781460757178

B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

DR CATIE GILCHRIST
9781460755785

TRADE PAPERBACK (UK)

DORIS PAYNE
9780062917997

RAKIM
9780062850232

HARDBACK

HARDBACK

£6.99

£8.99

£16.99

£20.00

£18.99

JEROME HUDSON
9780062932525

JASON CHAFFETZ
9780062944429

JOSE ANTONIO VARGAS
9780062851345

SHANNON BOODRAM
9780062952547

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HARDBACK

KORTNEY WILSON, DAVE
WILSON
9781443458900

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

£16.99

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

£20.00

£20.00

TOM LOBIANCO
9780062868787

TRAVIS RIEDER
9780062854643

INBAL ARIELI
9780062883032

AINSLEY ARMENT
9780062916518

HARDBACK

HARDBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HARDBACK

HARDBACK

£20.00

£12.99

£25.00

£20.00

AINSLEY ARMENT
9780062916556

AINSLEY ARMENT
9780062916570

LEAH WEISS, PHD
9780062565082

AMANDA MONTELL
9780062868879

GINNY HOGAN
9780062881229

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HARDBACK

HARDBACK

£16.99

£16.99

£14.99

£20.00

£12.99

£20.00

WILLIAM KNOEDELSEDER
9780062289087

MORROW GIFT
9780062889270
HARDBACK

£12.99

Education

SNAP REVISION – DR
JEKYLL AND MR HYDE
WORKBOOK AQA

Collins GCSE

SNAP REVISION –
POWER & CONFLICT
POETRY ANTHOLOGY
WORKBOOK AQA

9780008355296

Collins GCSE

September 23, 2019
Paperback / softback
Educational: English
Language & Literacy

9780008355302

£4.99

£4.99

Exam Board: AQA
Level: GCSE Grade 9-1
Subject: English Literature
First Teaching: September 2015, First Exams: June 2017
Our Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde GCSE Grade 9-1 workbook has everything you need to put your skills to the
test and score top marks on your GCSE Grade 9-1 English Literature exam! Prepare for your exam in a
snap with this new GCSE Grade 9-1 Snap Revision Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde Workbook from Collins. Full of
questions on plot, context, characters and themes in a clear and easy-to-use format – with answers
included – you’ll get plenty of practice. With exam-style questions you can plan and write your essay
responses to be completely prepared for your AQA exam. Perfect to use alongside the GCSE Grade 9-1
Snap Revision Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde Text Guide for all the key information you need to practise and pass.

September 23, 2019
Paperback / softback
Educational: English
Language & Literacy

Exam Board: AQA
Level: GCSE Grade 9-1
Subject: English Literature
First Teaching: September 2015, First Exams: June 2017
Our Power and Conflict Poetry Anthology GCSE Grade 9-1 workbook has everything you need to put your
skills to the test and score top marks on your GCSE Grade 9-1 English Literature exam! Prepare for your
exam in a snap with this new GCSE Grade 9-1 Snap Revision Power and Conflict Poetry Anthology
Workbook from Collins. Full of questions on language, structure, themes and context in a clear and easyto-use format – with answers included – you’ll get plenty of practice. With exam-style questions you can
plan and write your essay responses to be completely prepared for your AQA exam. Perfect to use
alongside the GCSE Grade 9-1 Power and Conflict Poetry Anthology Snap Revision Guide for all the key
information you need to practise and pass.

Children’s Books

HELLO NINJA
N. D. Wilson
Are you longing for adventure?
Mischief?
What about sandwiches?
Tag along with one sneaky ninja who is happy to share his busy day (but not his lunch) with
curious kids everywhere!

Pub Date
Moved!
9780062871954
October 29th, 2019
Hardback
Harper 360 Children’s

£10.99

Spreads from Hello, Ninja

Children’s
POS

Judith Kerr’s Creatures
A bespoke display unit to celebrate the
works of Judith Kerr.
60% off stock order, £250 net worth
minimum order.
Fill your stand with all of Judith Kerr’s
lovable creatures; from Mog to the Tiger to
the Crocodile!

ISBN: 9780007979936

Miscellaneous Children’s POS
Fowl Twins POS
- The Fowl Twins samplers for customers - 9780007979653
- The Fowl Twins bookmarks (pack of 25) - 9780007979622
- The Fowl Twins A2 poster – 9780007979660

You Won’t Believe This bookmarks
(pack of 25) 9780007979639

Mr Dog
General Standee 9780007979646
General Bookmarks 9780007978236

THE CRAYONS’ CHRISTMAS
Drew Daywalt, Oliver Jeffers
A brand-new Crayons book from the #1 New York Times best-selling
duo Drew Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers. This hilarious interactive book
has letters, games, ornaments, a poster and even a pop-up Christmas
tree – perfect for the festiveseason!
'Tis the season for all of us to write our Christmas wish lists. But
everyone knows – even the Crayons – that the best presents are the
ones that you give. In this unique book, readers join in as Duncan, the
Crayons and their families celebrate the festive season. With real,
folded letters to pull from their envelopes and read, games, press-out
ornaments, a poster and a pop-up tree, this book is the perfect gift for
fans of The Day the Crayons Quit and The Day the Crayons Came
Home.

POS to
follow!

9780008180362
October 17, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Picture Books: Character Books

£14.99

Deck the halls… it’s a Christmas Crayons’!

THE TIGER WHO CAME TO TEA
Judith Kerr
This classic tale is loved by millions of children all over the world, and now you too can
have tea with your very own cuddly tiger, with this beautiful book and toy gift set.
The doorbell rings just as Sophie and her mummy are sitting down to tea. Who could it
possibly be? What they certainly don't expect to see at the door is a big furry, stripy
tiger!
This timeless picture book, beloved of many generations, is now presented as a
beautiful book and toy gift set. Now you can have tea with Sophie and the Tiger too,
with your very own cuddly tiger toy and miniature paperback book!

9780008203887
September 08, 2016
Mixed media product
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Picture Books: Character Books

£12.99

BAD NANA (3) – THAT’S SNOW BUSINESS!
Sophy Henn
The third book in the wickedly funny series for ages six and up from the creator of Where Bear?,
Pass It On and the Pom Pom series, with colour illustrations throughout.
Hi! I’m Jeanie – still 7 ¾ years old, and back for another adventure with my BRILLIANT grandma
BAD NANA.
There’s a local winter talent show, and the whole town is SO excited. Especially as the
SPECTACULAR Bobby Trulove is in charge. He’s an old friend of BAD NANA’s and he’s quite,
erm, dramatic!
The day before the show, a freak weather storm hits, and leaves the town snowed in. Can BAD
NANA save the show?
The third instalment in the wickedly funny series, from superstar author and illustrator Sophy Henn.

9780008268138
October 03, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Family & Home Stories (Children's / Teenage)

£8.99

UNTITLED BADDIEL NOVEL
David Baddiel
It’s the latest Brilliant Blockbuster from Baddiel! A non-stop thrill-ride adventure
that will have readers young and old racing to the finishing line.
The Taylor Turbochaser is a road-trip rollercoaster… with a twist.
At its heart is the unforgettable Amy Taylor. Amy loves cars, and dreams of
being a driver. But there’s
a major catch: her slow old wheelchair with its broken wheel. When Amy finally
gets a new electric
one, it’s exciting… at first.
But standard engines only have so much power. And that’s where Rahul comes
in – Amy’s best friend
and genius inventor. Soon Rahul turns a wheelchair into… a supercar!
And so the Taylor Turbochaser is born. But when it all goes suddenly wrong Amy
is going to have to hit the road – and drive…..
A brand-new novel from highly acclaimed British comedian, novelist,
television presenter and author David Baddiel.
• David Baddiel has a fantastic media profile and is a respected and acclaimed
literary novelist as well as being a television personality.
• David’s books have sold more than a million copies throughout the UK and
Commonwealth! (July 2019)

9780008334154
October 17, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

£12.99

THE END AND OTHER BEGINNINGS
Veronica Roth
From the best-selling author of Divergent and Carve the Mark comes a stunning collection of
futuristic short stories. Illustrated throughout with striking black-and-white illustrations.
Within this masterful collection, NO WORLD IS LIKE THEOTHER.
Full of friendship and revenge, each story and setting is more strange and wonderful than the last,
brimming with new technologies and beings. And yet, in these futuristic lands, the people must still
confront deeply human emotions anddilemmas.
Veronica Roth reaches into the unknown and immerses readers into six short stories that feel
startlingly familiar and profoundlybeautiful.
With two new stories from the Carve the Mark universe, this collection has something for everyone.

9780008347765
October 01, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Science Fiction (Children's / Teenage)

£14.99

THREE LITTLE MONKEYS #2
Quentin Blake, Emma Chichester Clark
A remarkable collaboration – that brings together giants of the picture book world – to create a
funny, anarchic and utterly delightful picture book. A classic of the future.
Beep! Beep! The three little monkeys are back in an irresistible new story!
Hilda Snibbs is taking her three mischievous monkeys to visit her mother in the country. But what
is supposed to be a calm and peaceful holiday is soon filled with chaos and hilarious havoc!
Quentin Blake’s delightfully funny story is brought to life by Emma Chichester Clark’s beautiful
mixed-media illustration in this landmark follow up to Three Little Monkeys.

9780008243654
October 03, 2019
Hardback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Picture Books

£12.99

HUBERT HORATIO: HOW TO RAISE YOUR GROWNUPS

Lauren Child
Hubert Horatio Bartle Bobton-Trent is back in this hilarious and gloriously illustrated book for ages
six and up from the superstar creator of Clarice Bean and Charlie and Lola, Lauren Child.
“These stories are about the days when the Bobton-Trents had it cushy, very cushy indeed.”
The Bobton-Trent seniors certainly know how to make the most of their extravagant wealth –
socialising, doing things, buying things and generally being more than a little bit … irresponsible…
Luckily for them, their son Hubert Horatio is an exceptionally intelligent, talented and sensible child.
Unluckily for Hubert, this tends to mean that a lot of his spare time is spent steering his rather
unruly set of grown-ups out of trouble.
Legendary children’s writer and Waterstones Children’s Laureate 2017-2019 Lauren Child revisits
one of her most popular characters in these brand-new, laugh-out-loud stories about the rather
unconventional Bobton-Trents! The perfect gift for children aged six and up.

POS FOR HUBERT HORATIO
9780007976294 – Badges
9780007976287 –Art Print

9780008264093
October 03, 2019
Paperback / softback
HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks
Humorous Stories (Children's / Teenage)

£6.99

Prince of Ponies
Stacy Gregg

Cinders and Sparks (2)
– Cinders and Sparks:
Fairies in the Forest

9780008332310

Lindsey Kelk
9780008292140

October 03, 2019
Hardback
Animal Stories (Children's /
Teenage)

October 17, 2019
B-format paperback
Fantasy & Magical Realism
(Children's / Teenage)

£12.99

£6.99

War destroyed their worlds, now two young girls and their remarkable horses are fighting once more –
this time to win.
When twelve-year-old Mira stumbles across a white stallion in a forest in Berlin, she doesn’t realise that
this horse will take her on an incredible journey. Together, they’re going to ascend the starry heights of
Grand Prix show jumping, and sweep back in time to Poland in 1939 where another young girl is risking
everything to save the horse that she loves…
Prince of Ponies is a story of courage and the will to win against all odds.

In this second hilarious Cinders and Sparks adventure, our chaotic comedy duo head for Fairyland to
find Cinders’s mother – and get more than they bargained for…
Cinders and her talking dog Sparks are on the run, in the Deep Dark Forest, after Cinders performed
magic at the castle and made everyone think she was a witch. The hapless Hansel is on the run with
them, but only because he ate some of an actual witch’s gingerbread house and she got cross. If they
can reach Fairyland, maybe they’ll all be safe.
In the forest they will find three bears, a multitude of ridiculous adventures and one woman called
Rapunzel in a tower. But Rapunzel may not be what she seems…
Will Hansel eat the three bears’ porridge? Will Sparks offer useless advice at every turn? Will Brian the
fairy godmother appear and actually help for once?
The answers are: yes, yes and no.

Lottie Luna (1) – Lottie
Luna and the Bloom
Garden

Tales From Percy’s
Park – One Snowy
Night

Vivian French, Nathan Reed
9780008342982

Nick Butterworth
9780007146932

October 03, 2019
B-format paperback
Fantasy & Magical Realism
(Children's / Teenage)

October 08, 2019
Trade paperback (US)
Picture Books

£6.99

£6.99

A brand new young fiction series by much-loved children’s author, Vivian French and illustrated by
Nathan Reed.
Meet werewolf extraordinaire… Lottie Luna.
Beautiful black and white illustrations throughout.
Lottie Luna might look your average werewolf but she’s really rather extra-ordinary. Born on the night of
a solar eclipse has given her exceptional powers of super-strength, super-speed and super-vision.
But Lottie just wants to live a normal life and go to school with her friends. She doesn’t like to use her
special skills unless it helps get them out of trouble.
After all, strength doesn’t always come from the outside – it comes from within, too…

Percy the Park Keeper helps his animal friends in this popular story from highly-regarded, best-selling
author-illustrator Nick Butterworth. Includes a fabulous fold-out poster!
Percy the Park Keeper always feeds the animals in the park where he lives. But one cold winter’s night
Percy discovers that his little friends need more than food and he must find a way to help them find a
warm place to sleep for the night.
Percy’s hut is nice and warm but Percy discovers that if you invite one animal in you’ll have to invite
them all in and his hut is only small – it’s certainly going to be a squash!

Additional
POS!!
Order through Indie Thinking.
Lottie Luna and the Bloom Garden
-

Downloadable activity packs

One Snowy Night --> ‘Celebrating Thirty Years of Percy the Park Keeper’
Limited number of packs including:
-Poster: Focus on 30th Anniversary edition, and highlightingbacklist
-Standee x 2: Using key artwork from style guide, plus snowy tree from cover
artwork
- Artificial Snow: 1 x pack of artificial snow for decoratingwindows
- Shelf Strip: Advertising complete backlist
- Activities: A3 activity pad with rip off pages
- Hanging Banner: One Snowy Night square / friends
-Window Cling: With competition to win a ‘cosy kit’ – Tweet using
#Percy30… (TBC)
-Window Display Advise Sheet (Including window display visualexample):
Ideas for decoration, including a pair of slippers, cup and cocoa, hot water
bottle
- Store competition: for best display via IndieThinking

All Right Already!

ABC Book of Seasons

Jory John, Benji Davies

Helen Martin, Judith
Simpson, Cheryl Orsini

9780008330064

9780733339257

October 03, 2019
Paperback / softback
Picture Books: Character
Books

Paperback / softback
Picture Books, Activity
Books & Early Learning
Material

£6.99

£6.99

Duck just wants to play with his best friend Bear… the final story in the hilarious Duck and Bear series
from an award-winning team!
Duck wants to play in the snow.
But Bear thinks it’s waaaaay too cold.
Who will Duck hike in the snow with?
Will Bear ever come outside?! And will these two neighbours EVER get along?
A fun-filled, laugh-out-loud adventure about friendship and family, from the bestselling author Jory John
and award-winning illustrator Benji Davies, perfect for boys and girls aged three and up – and everyone
who sometimes needs a friend…

Seasons come ... seasons go ... Sun shines ... winds blow ... rain falls ... plants grow …
This glorious picture book celebrates the joys of each season - from the warmth of spring and
summer to autumn's red, yellow and brown leaves and winter's rain and snow. The simple, engaging
text also introduces children to the concept of weather and its changing patterns. The perfect book to
inspire a delight in the cycles of nature.

Dear Sweet Pea

Mulan: The Legend of
the Woman Warrior

Julie Murphy

Faye-Lynn Wu, Joy Ang

9780062473073

9780062803412

October 16, 2019
Hardback
Harper 360 Children’s

October 3rd, 2019
Hardback
Harper 360 Children’s

£12.99

£12.99

The first middle grade novel from Julie Murphy, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
Dumplin’ (now a popular Netflix film), is a funny, heartwarming story about a sixth grader
named Patricia, widely known as Sweet Pea, as she navigates her parents’ unconventional
divorce and finds herself in the unlikely role of the town’s advice columnist.
Patricia “Sweet Pea” DiMarco wasn’t sure what to expect when her parents announced they were
getting a divorce. She never could have imagined that they would have the “brilliant” idea of living in
nearly identical houses on the same street. In the one house between them lives their eccentric
neighbor Miss Flora Mae, the famed local advice columnist behind “Miss Flora Mae I?”
Dividing her time between two homes is not easy. And it doesn’t help that at school, Sweet Pea is
now sitting right next to her ex–best friend, Kiera, a daily reminder of the friendship that once was.
Things might be unbearable if Sweet Pea didn’t have Oscar—her new best friend—and her fifteenpound cat, Cheese.
Then one day Flora leaves for a trip and asks Sweet Pea to forward her the letters for the column.
And Sweet Pea happens to recognize the handwriting on one of the envelopes.
What she decides to do with that letter sets off a chain of events that will forever change the lives of
Sweet Pea DiMarco, her family, and many of the readers of “Miss Flora Mae I?”

A new stunning picture book retelling “The Ballad of Mulan” to coincide with the release of
the feature film.
Mulan is a curious, clever young girl with a love for adventure and learning. But there is no greater
love than the one she has for her family. She will do anything for them—even if it means joining the
army disguised as a man in her father’s place. In battle, Mulan must find her bravery and her strength
to become the legendary woman warrior she is destined to be.
In this retelling of The Ballad of Mulan, the Chinese folktale comes to life through striking full-color
illustrations. Readers will cheer for our hero in this classic story of courage, persistence, and standing
up for what one believes in.

Picture
Books
&
Young
Fiction

ROSIE SMITH, BRUCE
WHATLEY
9780733337925
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

PATRICIA MACLACHLAN,
KENARD PAK
9780062687739
HARDBACK

£12.99

KEVIN HENKES, LAURA
DRONZEK
9780062747242
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

JAMES DEAN, KIMBERLY
DEAN
9780062404374
HARDBACK

£7.99

£12.99

HERMAN PARISH, LYNNE
AVRIL
9780062935212

NALINI SORENSEN
9789353023515

VICTORIA KANN
9780062898609

VICTORIA KANN
9780062840417

STICKER BOOK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HERMAN PARISH, LYNNE
AVRIL
9780062935175
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

£3.99

£4.99

£4.99

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

Middle
Grade
Fiction
ERIN HUNTER
9780062698780

ERIN HUNTER
9780062698803

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HARDBACK

£8.99

£13.99

LISA GREENWALD
9780062689948

ANTONY JOHN
9780062835635

EMILY RODDA
9781460753729

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

£5.99

£6.99

MICHAEL FORD
9780062696977
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

ERIN ENTRADA KELLY
9780062747273
ROUGH FRONT

£12.99

PETER LERANGIS
9780062441072
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

YA
Grade
Fiction
JODI MEADOWS
9780062469441
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

JOELLE CHARBONNEAU
9780062453884

SHELBY MAHURIN
9780062878021

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HARDBACK

£7.99

£12.99

Jodi Meadows
9780062469465

MIRANDA ASEBEDO
9780062747075

ANNA GODBERSEN
9780062679833

Hardback

HARDBACK

£12.99

£12.99

£7.99

AUTUMN KRAUSE
9780062857330

BETTINA RESTREPO
9780061953439

L. M. ELLIOTT
9780062671318

HARDBACK

£12.99

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

Nat Geo

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH DOLPHINS
FLIP NICKLIN, LINDA NICKLIN
9780008358020
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH BUTTERFLIES
DARLYNE MURAWSKI
9780008358037
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH GORILLAS
MICHAEL NICHOLS, ELIZABETH
CARNEY
9780008358044
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH MANATEES
BRIAN SKERRY, ELIZABETH CARNEY
9780008358051
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH LIONS
DERECK JOUBERT,BEVERLY
JOUBERT
9780008358068
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.00

£7.00

£7.00

£7.00

£7.00

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH ORANGUTANS
TIM LAMAN, CHERYL KNOTT
9780008358075
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH WHALES
FLIP NICKLIN, LINDA NICKLIN
9780008358082
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH POLAR BEARS
NORBERT ROSING, ELIZABETH
CARNEY
9780008358105
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH SHARKS
DAVID DOUBILET, JENNIFERHAYES
9780008358112
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC READERS –
FACE TO FACE WITH CATERPILLARS
DARLYNE MURAWSKI
9780008358129
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.00

£7.00

£7.00

£7.00

£7.00

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
READERS – FACE TO FACE WITH
WILD HORSES
YVA MOMATIUK, JOHN EASTCOTT
9780008358136
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.00

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
READERS – FACE TO FACE WITH
ELEPHANTS
DERECK JOUBERT, BEVERLY
JOUBERT
9780008358181
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.00

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
READERS – FACE TO FACE
WITH GRIZZLIES
JOEL SARTORE
9780008358143
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.00

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
READERS – FACE TO FACE WITH
WOLVES
JIM BRANDENBURG, JUDY
BRANDENBURG
9780008358198
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.00

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
READERS – FACE TO FACE
WITH FROGS
MARK MOFFETT
9780008358150
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.00

BRAIN CANDY
JULIE BEER, CHELSEA LIN
9781426334375
OCTOBER 17, 2019
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£6.99

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
READERS – FACE TO FACE WITH
LEOPARDS
DERECK JOUBERT, BEVERLY
JOUBERT
9780008358167
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
READERS – FACE TO FACE WITH
PENGUINS
YVA MOMATIUK, JOHN EASTCOTT
9780008358174
SEPTEMBER 27, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.00

£7.00

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
READERS – INK!
STEPHANIE WARREN
DRIMMER
9781426335013
OCTOBER 17, 2019

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
READERS – SQUEAK!
ROSE DAVIDSON
9781426334887
OCTOBER 17, 2019

TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£3.99

TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£3.99

HISTORY’S MYSTERIES –
LEGENDS AND LORE
ANNA CLAYBOURNE
9781426334627
OCTOBER 17, 2019
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£9.99

JUST JOKING: JUMBO 3
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
KIDS, PAIGE TOWLER
9781426334641
OCTOBER 17, 2019
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS
– BIBLE BOX SET
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, KIDS
9781426336621
OCTOBER 03, 2019

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS
– ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE
AMERICAN INDIAN
CYNTHIA O'BRIEN
9781426334535
OCTOBER 03, 2019

UNDEFINED

HARDBACK

£30.00

£19.99

HCCP

ANNIE SULLIVAN
9780310768777

KELLY NEEDHAM
9781400213511

LES PARROTT
9781400210244

WITH DUST JACKET

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

DEREK GRIER
9781400213566

UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

CHRISTOPHER SCHACHT
9780785229407

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

RICHARD STEARNS
9780785228677

£11.99

£11.99

£11.99

£11.99

THOMAS NELSON
9781400209088

MAX LUCADO
9780718074258

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL), THOMAS
NELSON
9780785225461

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL), THOMAS
NELSON
9780785225478

£31.99

£48.99

WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

HARDBACK

£11.99

£9.99

£12.99

UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL), THOMAS
NELSON
9780785225362

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL), THOMAS
NELSON
9780785225379

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL), THOMAS
NELSON
9780785225409

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL), THOMAS
NELSON
9780785225416

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL), THOMAS
NELSON
9780785225423

£31.99

£48.99

£57.99

£48.99

£57.99

MAX LUCADO
9780310105718

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL)
9780310106555

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL)
9780310106579

CHARLES F. STANLEY
(PERSONAL)
9780310106593

MAX LUCADO
9780310105749

£8.99

£8.99

£8.99

£32.99

HARDBACK

UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£8.99

WITH THUMB INDEX

UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

WITH THUMB INDEX

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

COLLEEN COBLE
9780718085889
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

OLGA AND ALEKSEY
IVANOV, THOMAS NELSON
9781400211920
HARDBACK

JEAN FISCHER, FRANK
ENDERSBY
9781400212095

DIANE LE FEYER, THOMAS
NELSON
9781400211203

BOARD BOOK

WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

RASHAD JENNINGS
9780310767435

WITH PRINTED DUST JACKET

£10.99

£10.99

£6.99

£6.99

£9.99

ZONDERVAN
9780310768678

JIM MADSEN, ZONDERVAN
9780310765363

JUDI ABBOT, ZONDERVAN
9780310768289

ZONDERVAN
9780310765097

ZONDERVAN
9780310765080

HARDBACK

HARDBACK

£9.99

£18.99

LIFT-THE-FLAP BOOK

HARDBACK

£6.99

£8.99

BOARD BOOK

£5.99

STEVE GREIG, MARY RAND
HESS, NADJA SARELL, JODI
PICOULT
9780310768234
WITH DUST JACKET

£12.99

WINFIELD BEVINS, GEORGE
HUNTER III
9780310098355

BEN C. BLACKWELL, JOHN K.
GOODRICH, JASON MASTON,
LOREN T. STUCKENBRUCK,
ZONDERVAN
9780310566236

UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

BETH WISEMAN
9780529118714
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£14.99

ZONDERVAN
9780310767398

WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

£12.99

MICHAEL J. SVIGEL, GLENN
R. KREIDER
9780310588801
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

DR. JOHN GOLDINGAY,
NANCY L. DECLAISSEWALFORD, PETER H. DAVIDS
9780310526155
HARDBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

ROB KOKE, DANIELLE KOKE
GERMAIN
9780310356035

£10.99

£9.99

£40.00

